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A representation scheme for verbs and prepositions specifying path and locative information is developed.
The representation emphasizes the implementability of the underlying semantic primitives. The primitives pertain
to mechanical characteristics such as geometric relationships among objects, force or motion characteristics implied
by verbs, and their prepositional modifiers. This representation has been used to animate the performance of tasks
underlying natural language imperatives.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose a human agent is asked to perform the following commands in a suitable envi-
ronment:

• Put the block on the table.
• Turn the switch to position 6.
• Roll the ball across the table.
• Open the door.

Each of these sentences specifies an underlying task requested of an agent. In order to
perform the task, the performing agent has to “understand” the command. Understanding the
imperatives requires understanding the meanings of the action verbs such as put, turn, open,
and roll and the meanings of prepositional words such as on, in, and across. One integrates
the meanings of the constituents and produces a meaning of the sentence as a whole, taking
pragmatic factors into consideration where appropriate. Having done so, one constructs a
plan for execution of the task in the environment. Only then can the agent perform the
action. All of the above steps need to be followed regardless of whether the agent is human
or program-controlled such as an animated agent in a computer graphics environment or a
robotic agent.

Among the many issues involved in the comprehension of imperatives in a physical do-
main and the execution of the underlying tasks, this paper primarily addresses a representation
for themeanings of verbs and prepositions in order to characterize underlying actions. We de-
velop a simple representation in which movements denoted by action verbs can be expressed
in a manner that can be implemented in terms of a computer program.

There has been considerablework on the semantics of action verbs byTalmy (1983, 1985),
Jackendoff (1991), Palmer (1985), and others. The work by Herskovits (1986) on spatial
prepositions is also relevant to the work reported here. The main distinctions we see between
our work and that of others are in the level of detail and specificity of the representation
language and in our overall goals. Our aim is to develop a semantic representation that can be
implemented to drive the “execution” of physical tasks where a humanlike agent manipulates
nondeformable objects in a physical environment. Concepts close to the physical world such
as force, motion, and geometry should be an integral part in the specification of meanings
of words that are used to describe objects and activities in a physical environment. This
strong connection between these aspects of the physical world and the meanings of words
that represent them is of crucial importance if we envision natural language interfaces playing
a helpful role in systems that intimately deal with the physical world such as robotic systems
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and computer animation systems. Few previous works make this strong connection explicit
enough. A notable exception is the work of Hobbs et al. (1986), based on Hayes’ concept of
naive physics (Hayes 1979, 1985). Hobbs’ work bolsters the validity and relevance of our
research, though our emphasis is somewhat different, as discussed later in this paper.

The work described here is part of a large system. Relative to the overall system, it
is a small part but a very important one, focusing on the semantic representation for verbs
of motion and their related prepositions. The usefulness of the representation is validated
by the success of the overall system, demonstrated through graphical examples discussed in
this paper. But just “getting things to work” in a limited domain has in the past been a very
misleading indicator of progress. Thus, an overriding goal of ours has been to represent lexical
information that is expressive, compositional, and general enough that it can be adapted to
work with different environments. Currently, we are working on expanding the range of verbs
we handle to cover a larger number of classes of verbs from Levin (1993).

Section 2 very briefly describes the architecture of a large system that provides the context
in which the work discussed in this paper has been performed. The discussion of the larger
system is simply meant to place our work in perspective. Detailed discussion of the larger
system is outside the scope of this paper. In Section 3, we discuss the physical basis for our
representation of lexical entries. In Section 4, we present several examples of the representa-
tion of specific verbs, and in Section 5, several examples of specific prepositions. In Section 6,
some example sentences are processed, and in Section 7, we present our conclusions.

2. THE SYSTEM

The ideas discussed in this paper have been implemented as a component of a larger
system that accepts natural language imperatives as input and produces graphical animation
as output. (See Fig. 1 for a block diagram of the system architecture.) The system is the result
of coordinated research of several individual efforts at the University of Pennsylvania and
has successfully connected language commands and execution of tasks in terms of graphical
animation. Interested readers are referred to Kalita and Badler (1990) and other references
listed below for further details on each component. Badler et al. (1993) discuss theoretical
and practical details of the components.

A similar system is under construction at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs.
In fact, one of us designed and built the ASAM component (an Analyzer of the Semantics
of Action Verbs and Their Modifiers) of the original system (Kalita and Badler 1990). This
component takes the output of a parser, consults entries in a lexicon, and builds a semantic
representation for the sentence. The output of ASAM is then used to produce a plan for
execution of the underlying task. ASAM consults the object knowledge base, identifies
referents, and evaluates various object-specific and geometric conditions, as appropriate.
Although it is not the focus of this paper, the ASAM component is integrally related to the
semantic representations discussed here.

1. A bottom-up parser, BUP (Finin and Weber 1983), parses the sentence and produces a
logical form output for the sentence. This component has been rebuilt at the University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs as a feature structure based chart parser (Bergacker 1993).

2. Next, the semantic processor in ASAM produces a semantic representation for the sen-
tence in terms of geometric and movement primitives.

3. Then, a plan constructor takes the semantic representation and produces a plan for exe-
cution of the action(s) represented by the semantic representation. Details are discussed
in Kalita and Badler (1990) and Jung et al. (1991). This planner has been rebuilt at
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FIGURE 1. System diagram.

the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs as a conditional partial-order planner
(Bergacker 1995).

4. The planner output is input to the knowledge-based simulation system YAPS (Esakov
and Badler 1990), which performs spatial, temporal, and other computations necessary
for successful simulation in terms of computer graphics animation.

5. YAPS connects to the animation software called JACK (Phillips andBadler 1988; Phillips
and Granieri 1994), which performs the actual graphical animation of articulated figures.
The animator has been partially reconstructed at the University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs as a new system called SAVANT (Macholz 1993; Griffin 1996).

Steps 2–4 require detailed knowledge of the environment and the objects manipulated. We
use KB, a frame-based knowledge representation language (Esakov et al. 1989) for storing
the meanings of verbs, knowledge about the objects involved, and salient information about
the environment.

2.1. Comparison with Related Systems
Winograd’s landmark system, SHRDLU (Winograd 1972), pioneered exploration of

the relationship between language, planning, and physical action in a simulated world.
SHRDLU’smain featureswerewide syntactic coveragewith nontrivial (grammatical) surface
structure construction, use of procedural semantics, and integration of a planning component
and a simple three-dimensional graphical component achieving then-contemporary perfor-
mance levels (Oshea and Eisenstadt 1984, p. 366). SHRDLU provided a very important early
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demonstration of the complexity required to implement an agent that uses natural language
to interact with a three-dimensional world.

More recently, Okada (1980) discussed a system called SUPP that generated one or more
Japanese sentences describing the movement of objects in transition from one simple two-
dimensional scene to the next. He was interested in automating the choice of motion verbs to
appropriately encode such transitions after recognizing the objects in the environment in the
two consecutive scenes and the change in spatial and other relationships among the objects.
Okada’s formalism was both cryptic and nonstandard. He could have simply used first-order
predicate calculus instead. He gave meaning entries for only four common motion verbs
although he based his study on 2000 Japanese verbs. However, some of the ideas presented
in the paper were very interesting; for example, he described meaning in terms of a small
set of computable primitives and gave a transition network diagram showing relationships
among related verbs of motion. The system he developed seemed to generate reasonable
multisentence description when showed a sequence of 2-D scenes.

Vere and Bickmore (1990) also built systems demonstrating their approaches to integrat-
ing these related areas. They discuss a system called Homer. Like SHRDLU, it employed a
large number of components such as a natural language processor (that handled verbs, prepo-
sitions, and temporal expressions), an episodic memory, a planner, a vision processor, and a
learning component. It was an impressive system in that they were able to build an artifact
with a wide range of capabilities by integrating advances in each area. Most of Homer’s com-
ponents were somewhat simplistic, however. For example, although the language processor
was extensive in its coverage, there was a lack of elegance and discipline in the represen-
tation and a lack of depth in the understanding process as far as realistic physical actions
are involved. And the temporal planner, based on Vere (1983), could create good high-level
plans but did not address details of moving segments of a three-dimensional human-like agent
as we do. Instead, the concept of physical action and movement in Homer was restricted
to translation of a simple unarticulated agent in two-dimensional space. Homer was more a
“cognitive level agent” than an agent performing “physical” tasks, the emphasis of our overall
system.

At present, the overall system to which our work contributes is not a “bigger and better”
SHRDLU or Homer, though it is similar to them in some ways. It has fewer components
and a simpler architecture than either of them. However, the components it does have—the
natural language processor (primarily semantic representation and processing), the planner,
the simulator, and the graphics animator—are substantially more sophisticated than those of
either of the others. Our simulated world and physical agent are a good deal more complex
than either Homer’s or SHRDLU’s. This is clearly true in the case of Homer, since its world
is only two-dimensional. And SHRDLU manipulated blocks and pyramids on a table, using
a rigid vertical “arm,” whereas our system uses an articulated human-like agent to manipulate
objects such as doors (attached by hinges to a doorpost), drawers, containers with lids, or
dials and switches attached to a piece of machinery. Our approach permits us to use complex
verb semantics that are declarative and based on feature structure. The range of verbs that
our system can handle and the qualitative complexity of their meaning (e.g., “roll,” “open,”
“align,” etc.) is more complex than in either of the other systems. The overall system uses
planning, simulation, and graphical modules that are up-to-date and are superior to SHRDLU
in their abilities. In fact, the work reported here has spawned research resulting in a far more
complex architecture for an intelligent agent (Webber et al. 1995). From that perspective, it
makes significant strides toward becoming a better system than its predecessors.
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3. THE NATURE OF THE PHYSICALLY BASED REPRESENTATION

Our goal in this paper is to present a simple method for representing meanings of verbs
that describe motion of one or more objects and the prepositional modifiers of such verbs.
Motion can be indicated by a verb either directly or indirectly. Badler (1986) states that an
approach to movement (action) representation should be able to characterize (qualitative)
specifications of kinematic and dynamic information whenever appropriate. Kinematics is
the discipline that studies motion exclusive of how forces are used, whereas dynamics deals
with the direct specification of forces.

The simplest way to specify motion of an object is by using a verb that specifies motion
in a straightforward manner. An example verb ismove as used in the sentenceMove the table.
It simply directs that a motion be executed with the table as the affected object. The number
of verbs that specify motion directly seems to be small.

Indirect specification of motion can be done in two ways: in terms of geometric goals,
or in terms of a force. Indirectly specifying motion in terms of a goal involving physical
relationship among objects is quite common among verbs. Consider the sentence Put the cup
on the table. The instruction requires that a physical object be moved (i.e., the cup) with a
goal to establishing a physical relationship (the relationship of on) between it and another
physical object (i.e., the table). Performance of such an instruction demonstrates that the goal
of establishing a physical relationship drives the motion of the first object. Thus the motion
required is specified not directly, but indirectly. Now, consider three similar instructions:
Put the cup on the table, Put the book on the table, and Put the block on the table. When
performing the tasks denoted by these instructions, many physical and structural properties of
the objects involved—the cup, the table, the book, and the block—are important. For example,
in executing the first instruction, we are usually concerned with the cup’s orientation, and
while moving it we want to hold it by the handle. We also need to know that the bottom of
the cup normally supports it and that the usual function of a table’s top is to support objects.
Similarly, the final orientation of the book, in the case of the action represented by the second
instruction, is normally such that it is supported on one of its larger surfaces out of a total of
six surfaces. The final orientation of the block is arbitrary in the case of the third instruction,
assuming it is a cubic block where the surfaces are undifferentiated. Thus, we conclude that
for verbs such as put that specifymotion in terms of a geometric goal, properties of the objects
that participate in the underlying action are of crucial importance.

Finally, there is another way to specify motion indirectly. This is by specification of
a force rather than the actual motion itself. For example, when we say Push the cart, we
mean that some force is to be applied on the cart in a direction away from the agent. This
application of a force is likely to cause motion of the cart. However, the application of the
force is the primary thrust of the verb’s meaning.

In reality, there are many verbs that specify motion in a mixed fashion. In other words,
many verbs that specify motion do so in a manner that is neither completely direct nor
completely indirect.

Completing this picture are the prepositions. These contribute to completely specifying
the underlying action or task by filling in missing information, such as the path for a motion
verb or the destination for an action.

In the research reported in this paper we focus primarily on physical characteristics of
the actions that underlie motion verbs. We do not attempt to account for linguistic phenom-
ena such as verb subcategorization or alternations in which verbs express their arguments
(Levin 1993). Our goal is to obtain physically realizable representations for the meanings
of such verbs. Following Badler (Badler 1989; Badler et al. 1991), we develop a represen-
tation scheme in which the meaning of a word representing a movement or an action can
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be described in a manner capable of describing sufficient information for performance by
computer-synthesized graphic images, among others.

The ideas expressed in this paper are in the same spirit as the work on naive physics
proposed by Hayes (1979, 1985), but limited in scope. Hayes said, “AI work on language
understanding even in restricted domains have shown, words must map into internal concepts
in very complex, and idiosyncratic ways.” He also said, “Much of our intuitive knowledge
of force and movement comes from what it feels like when we push, pull, lift and move.
Much of our knowledge of 3-D space is connected with how things look; and so on” (Hayes
1985, p. 52). He proposed the formalization of a sizable portion of commonsense knowledge
about the everyday physical world: about objects, shape, space, movement, energy, effort,
substances (solid and liquid), time, etc. He also believed that a large-scale formalization of
naive physics, in terms of model-theoretic logic, can be constructed within a reasonable time
scale. However, Hayes was not interested in making a computer program that could in any
sense “use” the formalism.

Inspired primarily byHayes, Hobbs et al. (1986)made an attempt to fuse together research
in lexical semantics in linguistics and efforts in AI to encode commonsense knowledge. The
work was done in the context of a project for understanding texts about mechanical devices.
They started from the simplest concepts and built up an impressive formalization of complex
concepts and words such as range, immediately, brittle, operate, and wear. They developed
logic-based theories about several fundamental phenomena and defined lexical items within
these theories using the full power of first-order predicate calculus. They were able to express
complexities of word meaning that had escaped lexical semanticists, and they hoped to use
the meanings in a framework that allowed planning and other types of inference.

Hayes opined that it was acceptable to start working on a small cluster of connected
concepts and then look at unrelated clusters. In that spirit, our objective is to study one
cluster (i.e., motion- and space-related words), with the hope that an in-depth study of such
words will shed light in further study of other areas of the commonsense world. We have been
able to integrate our semantic processor with a planner and other reasoners aswell as a human-
like agent that “performs” actions given in natural language instructions. The success of text
understanding as attempted by Hobbs et al. is difficult to measure because the success criteria
are not easily defined. However, in an application like ours, the successful “performance”
of an action in terms of computer graphics animation by a human-like agent in a physical
environment gives us an acceptable criterion for success. Moreover, we concluded that the
fine-grained predicate-calculus-based approach taken by Hobbs et al., although theoretically
satisfying, will be extremely inefficient for implementation in a situation in which a near
real-time response is needed. Hence, we chose not to work in terms of first-order logic but
to use instead the more efficient feature structure representation discussed below.

3.1. The Representation of a Verb’s Meaning
This section describes the specifics of our representation. The primary unit used for

knowledge representation is a typed feature structure. Each feature structure is an aggregate
data structure that groups together pieces of knowledge (values) and associates each with a
tag (feature). This is similar to the concept of “slot and filler” or “attribute and value” found in
many AI applications. Feature structures are recursive in nature; each value can be an atomic
value or another feature structure. They are combined using unification and generalization
operations, a concise discussion of which may be found in Carpenter (1993, pp. 19–22).

It should be noted that the lexical information described in this paper is purely semantic.
Syntactic information (such as tense and roots of verbs) is also stored in the actual lexical
entries, but, for purposes of clarity, they are not shown anywhere in this paper.
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As we have stated, our representation is motivated by physical considerations. The
primary classes of verbs are those that specify a force, those that specify a motion, and those
that specify the end result of an action by implying a geometric goal. Of course, this is a
rough division, and some verbs blur the distinctions we have made, but on the whole we have
found this to be an adequate classification for our system.

We use the following typographical conventions for all of our feature structure represen-
tations. A feature structure type name is indicated by a "bracketed boldface# entry. Feature
names are given in a sans serif font. Feature values are given in italics, including feature
values that are computed by a function or operator and those that represent uninstantiated
values (i.e., variables).

With this background information we are ready to present our representation for a verb’s
meaning. The representation for a sentence and a verb are the same. We encode both in a
feature structure type called "action#. The feature structure is as follows.

!

""""#

"action#
agent [ ]
object [ ]
kernel-actions [ ]
selectional-restrictions [ ]

$

%%%%&

Here the agent and object features are filled by feature structure representations of the
thematic roles, whose details are not relevant here. The kernel-actions feature stores the
essential meaning. It can be filled by one of three possible feature structures that specify
either a geometric goal, a motion specification (for motion-primary verbs such asmove, roll),
a force specification (for force-primary verbs such as push, pull, hit), or some combination
of the three. Details of these feature structures are discussed in subsequent sections. The
selectional-restrictions feature is used to refer to constraints on dynamic, static, or other
miscellaneous properties of objects or the environment that need to be satisfied for the verb
to be used. These constraints are first-order predicates, represented as feature structures that
are discussed later.

Feature structures similar to those discussed in this paper have been successfully applied
in a number of linguistic theories, as a convenient way to give a concise account of various
linguistic phenomena; see Shieber (1986) for a good introduction. With an efficiently com-
puted (linear time) unification operation and subsumption relation, they are ideally suited
to a number of unification-based grammar formalisms (Carpenter 1992, p. 185). Moreover,
as much recent computational linguistic and NLP research has focused on the lexicon, they
have increasingly become the knowledge representation of choice for the lexicon (Briscoe
1993, p. 6). To some extent, this is due to the fact that they have a natural representation in
languages like LISP and PROLOG, and because feature structure unification can be readily
implemented by adapting existing unification algorithms (Covington 1994). Furthermore,
because they organize information in an associative manner, operations on feature structures
tend to be more efficient than if first-order clause representations are used (Carpenter 1992,
p. 2).

The notion of feature structure is a very general one. It is precisely the specific set of
features and their possible values that makes a system of feature structures interesting or
useful. In this regard, our feature structures bear some resemblance to the linguistic case
structures introduced by Fillmore (1977, 1980), although there are important differences.
Some of the feature names we use are similar to those used in linguistics, such as object and
agent. However, we did not want to be limited to standard names of cases or theta roles for
several reasons.
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First, in linguistics when various semantic case names or theta roles are used, they and
their interrelationships are never formally defined (Levin 1979; Palmer 1985). According
to Palmer (1985), every implementation that uses case frames as a level of representation
augments it with a more complex representation to make explicit the relationships among
cases. Thus, the use of standard theta role names neither helps nor hinders our representation’s
implementability. Primarily for pedagogical reasons, we use some standard names to identify
the participants, especially when the theta role names are widely agreed upon. Second, theta
roles state the names of various participants but not what the (physical) details and effects
and other complexities of the underlying actions are (Levin 1979; Jackendoff 1972; Vere and
Bickmore 1990). To capture this information, we use a feature called kernel-actions. And
finally, we found that we need diverse selectional restrictions in order to specify meanings of
words. Winograd (1972), Herskovits (1986), and many others have also noted this. This is
also clear if we look at meanings of words given in any human dictionary such as Webster’s
New Collegiate Dictionary (Woolfe 1981). Many of these selectional restrictions are not
linguistic. We use the selectional-restrictions feature to encode such constraints.

Another perspective on lexical semantics is found in Schank’s work on conceptual depen-
dency graphs or CDGs (Schank 1972, 1975). Schank based his semantic lexical entries on
a small set of primitives such as ingest, atrans (transfer of abstract objects), ptrans (transfer
of physical objects), and propel. Although he avoided case-frame terminology, he called
his semantic arguments conceptual cases. He used objective, recipient, instrumental, and
directive conceptual cases. Schank’s approach was one of the first attempts at a deep analysis
of verbs and very influential. However, many authors have pointed out the deficiencies and
drawbacks of CDGs (Wilks 1975; Levin 1987; Palmer 1985). Unlike Schank, who wanted to
develop a language for meaning representation of all of natural language, we are looking at a
very small class of words and concepts. This is because we want to be more precise and look
at issues more thoroughly. We also did not want to get bogged down in the enormity of all of
natural language. Even the small cluster ofmotion- and space-relatedwords that we are trying
to handle is overwhelming. We also have an overriding goal of developing a representation
that can be implemented at a physical level. So, our representation is grounded outside the
conceptual, symbolic world. Moreover, we found a feature structure based representation
much more appealing than the network- or picture-based representation used by Schank. The
feature structure representation is simple and elegant and allows consistent, uniform, and
efficient processing.

One of themost recent efforts at representation of meanings of words is that of Jackendoff
(1991). He is quite elaborate in his coverage of lexical semantics, including a wide variety of
words as well as syntactic phenomena. He uses “primitives” such as CAUSE, GO, and TO.
Although he uses uppercase to distinguish the “primitives” from the actual words in natural
language, we believe that such usage leads to confusion. We also feel that Jackendoff’s
representation needs to be extended to become more expressive at the level of meanings of
individual words, especially in the case of motion-related words. For example, consider
Jackendoff’s representation for roll. He does not give a representation for the verb roll but
gives a representation for the sentence Bill rolled down the hill. The representation given
(Jackendoff 1991, pp. 128–129) has two parts. The first part is

[GO([BILL], [DOWN[HILL]])].

The second part is one of three alternatives,

AFF+vol([BILL], ); AFF$vol([BILL], ); AFF+vol( , [BILL]).

The three cases represent the affected entity. The first case represents that Bill is a willful
doer, the second that Bill is a non-willful doer, and the third, the fact that Bill is an undergoer.
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Expressing roll in terms of GO does only partial justice to its meaning. We need to have a
more detailed lexical representation for roll for us to claim to have captured its meaning. Our
goal in this paper is to investigate what is involved in such a detailed representation.

3.2. Geometric Goals and Relationships
Geometric goals can be used to clearly describe certain movements and configurations of

physical objects. This is not to claim that geometry provides the best description of motion
and configuration under all circumstances. However, it is a framework for representation that
seems intuitively useful and has been shown to work. Geometric goals are defined in terms
of manipulation of geometric relations. We discuss the concept of geometric relations first.

Geometric relations provide information regarding how one or more objects or subparts
of objects relate to one another in terms of physical contact, absolute or relative location,
interobject distance, absolute and relative orientation, or path of motion. When a geometric
relation needs to established, terminated, or preserved for a certain duration of time, we call
it a geometric goal.

Geometric goals or relations have been used by linguists such as Talmy (1983) and
Herskovits (1986), by researchers involved in computer graphics animation (Nelson 1985;
Rossignac 1986; Barzel and Barr 1988; Badler et al. 1987; Zhao and Badler 1994), and
by investigators in robotics (Paul 1981), although different researchers have called them
by different names. Authors in computer graphics and robotics use nonsymbolic numeric
techniques for achieving and preserving them. We, on the other hand, are interested in the
symbolic representation of geometric goals.

3.2.1. Types of Geometric Relations. Geometric relations may be introduced as com-
ponents to the meaning of a sentence either by the verb or by its prepositional modifiers. For
example, in the case of close in Close the door, the verb introduces a geometric relation.
However, in the case of the sentences Put the block on the box and Put the block in the box,
the verb put specifies that a geometric relation needs to be established, but the details of the
relation are provided by the prepositions.

Following Badler et al. (1987, 1991) we consider two kinds of geometric relationships:
positional and orientational.

Positional relations. Consider the action underlying the imperative Close the door. We
assume that the door has two primary parts. One is a solid part used to obstructmotion and
may be called the cover. The other part represents the unfilled area defined by the frame
of the door; we call this part the hole. To close the door, one establishes a relationship
between the door cover and the hole such that the two parts come into contact, leading to
the door being closed. Some geometric relations may specify that one or more objects are
constrained to a volume of space. For example, to execute the imperative Put the block
in the box, one confines the block (or the volume occupied by the block) to the interior
volume of the box. The execution of this command can be interpreted as establishing
a relation between two volumes—the volume occupied by the block and the volume
identified as the interior of the box.
Orientational relations. Consider the meaning of the preposition across in the sentence
Place the ruler across the table. The interpretation of the preposition involves several
components, one of which requires that the longitudinal axis of the ruler and the lon-
gitudinal axis of the table top be perpendicular to each other. This requirement can be
expressed in terms of an orientational constraint. Other orientational relations can be seen
in the interpretation of the sentences Hold the cylinder vertical and Align the two bricks.
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In our representation for meanings of words, we specify geometric relations in terms of
the feature structure type given below. Several authors have used typed feature structures
to build lexical entries. For example, Krieger and Nerbonne (1993) use it in the context of
German morphology. De Paiva (1993) and Sanfilippo (1993) use it in the context of building
detailed lexical entries containing morphological, syntactic, and semantic information.

!

""""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type [ ]
source-space [ ]
destination-space [ ]
selectional-restrictions [ ]

$

%%%%&

Spatial-type refers to the type of geometric relation specified. It may have one of
two atomic values: positional or orientational. The two features called source-space and
destination-space refer to one or more objects, or parts or features thereof, that need to be
related. For example, in order to execute the command Put the cup on the table, one brings
the bottom surface of the cup into contact with the top surface of the table. The command
Put the ball on the table requires bringing an arbitrary point on the surface of the ball in
contact with the surface of the table top. Since the items being related may be arbitrary
geometric entities (i.e., points, surfaces, volumes, etc.), we call them spaces. Both spaces are
represented by feature structures whose representations are not relevant to this discussion.
The selectional-restrictions refer to conditions (static, dynamic, global, or object-specific)
that must be satisfied before the constraint can be executed. That is, its representation and
meaning are identical to the selectional-restrictions feature in "action# feature structures,
described earlier.

There are situations in which several geometric relations have to be manipulated (e.g., es-
tablished, terminated, or maintained) simultaneously. Such complex situations are expressed
by using an operator called G-UNION, which takes two or more feature structures of type
"geometric-relation# and produces a feature structure of type "g-union-type#. The latter is
a recursive structure, defined in terms of the first and rest features used by Shieber (1986).
For example,

{G-UNION G-relation-1 G-relation-2 G-relation-3}

actually stands for
!

""""""""#

"g-union-type#
first G-relation-1

rest

!

""""#

"g-union-type#
first G-relation-2

rest

!

#
"g-union-type#
first G-relation-3
rest %

$

&

$

%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%&

Here% stands for an empty feature structure. TheG-UNION operator is essentially a notational
shortcut that provides a convenient way to describe "g-union-type# structures. We will show
examples of more such operators in later sections.

3.2.2. Geometric Goals. When a geometric relation needs to be established, termi-
nated, maintained, or modified, we call it a geometric goal. Geometric goals can be used to
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specify various aspects of the execution of the central task underlying a verb. We distinguish
four types:

1. Sentences with verbs whose central action requires that some relationship(s) be estab-
lished. For example, the command Put the block on the table establishes a geometric
relation between the block and the table (actually, a relationship between an arbitrary
surface of the block and an appropriate surface of the table) that continues to hold after-
ward.

2. Sentences with verbs whose central action requires that already existing relationships
be terminated or cease to hold. For example, consider the execution of the command
Detach the two gears. Before the command is executed, it is required that there be some
contact between the two gears. The execution of the command requires that some action
be performed that results in the termination of the “in contact” relationship.

3. With other verbs, it may be necessary to maintain a goal after it is established. We see
an example in the meaning of the verb slide, which we discuss later.

4. And finally, some verbs require that we modify a relationship in some ways after it has
been established. Examples are seen in verbs such as loosen or tighten, as in the sentence
Loosen the screw a little.

We represent geometric goals using a simple feature structure type:
!

#
"geometric-goal#
execution-type [ ]
geometric-relation [ ]

$

&

Execution-type is an atomic feature that distinguishes the four types of geometric goals
discussed above: establish, terminate, maintain, or modify. The geometric-relation feature
is a feature structure of type "geometric-relation# that specifies the relation that is the core
of the action. It is the "geometric-goal# feature structure that appears in the kernel-actions
feature of the "action# feature structure introduced earlier for representing the meaning of a
verb.

There are verbs whose underlying actions can be directly expressed as movement along
an arbitrary path, for example, the verbmove in the sentenceMove the block. Here the path is
unspecified. If we consider the same sentence with a prepositional modifier giving a partial
specification of path (e.g.,Move the block to the edge of the table), we see that the instruction
requires one to perform some action such that the block moves from its current location to the
edge of the table. In executing the command Roll the tube, we see that the action of rolling
requires two motion components: a rotational motion of the tube about its longitudinal axis
and a translational motion of the tube on the floor.

To represent a direct motion imperative sentence, we need to specify the path along
which the motion takes place. This can be done in terms of a feature structure of type
"path-specification#. This structure is composed as follows.

!

""""""""#

"path-specification#
source [ ]
destination [ ]
path-geometry [ ]
direction [ ]
magnitude [ ]
axis [ ]

$

%%%%%%%%&
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Source and destination are filled by feature structures that specify the respective locations of
the endpoints of the path under consideration. The details of these structures are unimportant
here. Path-geometry specifies whether the path is a straight line, circular, or along some
arbitrarily defined curve. Additionally, the direction of the path and itsmagnitude (length)
may also be specified. And finally, the axis slot is filled by a feature structure (not described
here) that specifies the axis for rotational motion. If not specified, it must be inferred by
consulting geometric knowledge about the object.

Having stated how a path is specified, we can now use the following type of feature
structure for specifying direct motion.

!

""#

"motion#
motion-type [ ]
path [ ]
velocity [ ]

$

%%&

Motions aremainly of two types, translational or rotational, or a combination of the two. This
information is stored in themotion-type slot andmay be either of the atomic values just listed
(in italics) or a set that contains both values. To describe a motion, we also need to specify
the source of the motion, its destination, and the geometry or trajectory of the path. This is
done in terms of the slot path, which must be a feature structure of type "path-specification#
described above. The velocity of the motion may also be mentioned in the sentence being
processed. If this is the case, the information is stored in the velocity slot.

3.3. Direct Force Specification
For some verbs, the underlying action can be characterized by describing the force that

produces it. Since a force is a vector, the directional component may be well pronounced.
For example, when we use the verb push as in Push the table to the wall, we mean that the
force should be applied in a direction away from the agent’s body.

Note that movements along the same spatial path and toward the same spatial goal may
often have different intents expressed by the natural language imperative. The intents can be
shown by the differences in using the verbs touch, press, and punch. These distinctions can
be formulated in terms of dynamic specification. The verb push or press indicates a situation
in which the direction of the force is away from the agent, the amount of force is “moderate”
or “high,” and the force is applied for an arbitrary amount of time, with the goal of producing
movement of the object under consideration. The verb touch indicates that the direction of
force is toward the object, the amount of force is very low, the force is applied for any amount
of time, and there is no movement goal (i.e., there is no intention on the part of the agent to
cause motion). In contrast, the verb hit or strike states that the direction of force is toward
the object, the amount of force is high, the force is applied for a very short period of time,
and there is no movement goal even though such a movement can take place depending on
environmental conditions. We do not consider the representation of time in this paper. A
sophisticated representation of time is very complicated and outside the scope of this paper.
However, we can have a very simplistic representation to suit our current need by introducing
a feature called time in the feature structure type given below. It is not shown here.

!

""""#

"force#
identity [ ]
magnitude [ ]
direction [ ]
application-zone [ ]

$

%%%%&
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Identity serves to discriminate between the provider of the force (agent, gravity, etc.). The
magnitude and direction slots specify the force to be applied, and the application-zone
specifies the target of the force. Each of these features is filled by feature structures not
described here.

In addition, there are verbs that have strong path components as well as force components.
Consider the action involved in the verb twist. There is a rotational motion of the object as
well as an application of a force. Both the motion and force components are well pronounced
in this case. With this type of verb we are forced to deal with both aspects concurrently.

3.4. Iterativeness, Concurrency, Generation, and Modality
In the specification of kernel actions, simple specification of a force, motion, or a geo-

metric goal is quite frequently insufficient. In other words, the actions represented by verbs
are often more complex. In our representation, we use what we call operators to compose
actions that are more complex. In theoretical terms operators are functions from the set of
feature structures to itself.

3.4.1. Iterativeness in Action Description. Frawley, in his book Linguistic Semantics
(Frawley 1992), distinguishes between the verbs shrug andwiggle in the followingmanner. In
the sentenceBob shrugged, a singlemovement of the body is implied, whereas inBobwiggled,
repetitive movements of the body are implied. Thus, there are verbs whose underlying tasks
require the repetition of one or more subactions. As an additional example, the imperative
Shake the bottle requires that the motion of the bottle be repeated an arbitrary number of
times. Similar repetitiveness is observed in the tasks underlying verbs such as screw, scrub,
rock, swing, and roll.

Linguists call an event consisting of a single act semelfactive. If the event has multiple
subevents or is “plural,” it is called iterative (sometimes frequentative) (Frawley 1992; Comrie
1976). This dichotomy in description of an event is an example of the aspect of a lexical
item. Aspect is defined as the way in which an event is distributed through the time frame
(Frawley 1992) in which the event occurs. Below, we consider the iterative–semelfactive
aspectual distinction among events.

In our representation, the central part of an action consists of one or more components:
force, motion, and geometric-goals. However, to be able to express internal temporal rela-
tionships such as we have discussed above, we need some control structures or operators. To
express the fact that an action is repeated, we use the operator REPEAT. In our representa-
tion, {REPEAT Action} simply means that the activities represented by Action are repeated
an arbitrary number of times. The actual number of repetitions might not be known without
additional reasoning.

The operator REPEAT is actually a convenient notation for a function from the set of
feature structures to itself, similar to the G-UNION operator. That is, the REPEAT operator
produces as its result a feature structure of type "repeat-type#, with first and rest features.
Also, an additional feature is used to indicate the temporal duration of an event. The number of
iterations when we use REPEAT is not known a priori. To be able to actually map something
like {REPEAT Action} into a feature structure, we need to delay until we know the number of
iterations. The first feature is always filled in byAction in each of the rest structures, although
time is progressively increased. In other words, iteration or repetition will be described in
terms of a recursive structure.

3.4.2. Concurrency of TwoorMoreActions. In the representation of kernels of actions,
we can use another operator called CONCURRENT when two or more actions need to be
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performed at the same time. For example, in executing the command Slide the block down
the inclined plane, two actions or events happen concurrently. They are

1. The block moves smoothly—a pure motion.
2. The block remains in contact with the inclined plane—an event requiring themaintenance

of physical contact between a surface of the block and the plane.

In our notation, the expression

{CONCURRENT Action-1 Action-2 · · · Action-n}

simply means that Action-1, Action-2, through Action-n are all performed at the same time.
Similar to the G-UNION operator, the CONCURRENT operator produces a recursive feature
structure of type "concurrent-type# using first and rest features and a time feature. Each
level of the recursive structure also has a time feature whose value is the same in each level
of the recursive structure.

3.4.3. Generation of One Action by Another. We also use another convenient operator
calledGENERATE in situations such as the following. When we roll a cylinder, two motions
actually take place. We consider the rotational motion the primary motion. Repeated rota-
tional motion produces or generates a translational motion of the cylinder. We denote this
operator by GENERATE instead of the more traditional CAUSE because in our view cause
usually has a volitional component by an agent in it. When we write {GENERATE Action-1
Action-2}, there is no volitional component. The GENERATE operator produces a feature
structure of the type !

#
"generator-type#
generator-action [ ]
generated-action [ ]

$

&

Both features in this structure are filled by feature structures of type "action#.

3.4.4. The Concept of Possibility in Action Description. Finally, there are situations
while expressing the meanings of words where it is necessary to express the concept of
possibility. In other words, sometimes it is necessary to express that an action might take
place. For example, if we consider the verb push as in Push the car, a force is applied on
the car by an agent with the intent to produce motion. However, as a result of the application
of the force, the car may or may not move. To express situations such as this, we use
the modal operator &, which stands for maybe or the possibility of an action happening.
The application of the modal operator can be expressed in terms of a feature structure type
"modal-type# containing two fields: operator and action.

!

#
"modal-type#
operator [ ]
action [ ]

$

&

At present, the only value we use for the operator feature is &, denoting that the action
specified by action (a feature structure of type "action#) is possible but not necessary. The&
notation follows Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (1993, pp. 213–223), which discusses four
operators indicating that an action is either possible, necessary, past, or future. To make our
notation compact, we use the shorthand notation &Action to indicate a "modal-type# feature
structure whose operator and action features are & and Action, respectively.
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3.5. Summary of the Representation Scheme
We have introduced several types of feature structures to specify the “meaning” of motion

verbs and related modifiers. Below we present a brief summary of the key features in our
various feature structures. This description is purposely incomplete and is intended as an aid
to understanding how the feature structures and various operators are related. It is not part of
the formal representation used by ASAM.

In the description given below, in addition to the feature structures described earlier, we
use a feature structure type "conjunctive-formulas#. When expressing selectional restric-
tions, it is often necessary to specify multiple constraints that must all be met. To do this,
we use this new feature structure type. This feature structure gives a simple way to repre-
sent a first-order predicate calculus (FOPC) formula with one or more conjunctives. It is a
recursive feature structure type with first and rest features, similar to the "g-union-type# and
"concurrent-type# feature structures described earlier. As before, we introduce an operator
to express such feature structures compactly. That is, we write

{CONJUNCTION Formula-1 Formula-2 . . .Formula-n}

to express the conjunction of the FOPC formulas Formula-1, Formula-2, through Formula-n.
Before giving the summary, a brief explanation of the notation is in order. It is convenient

to give a part of the description using a notation similar to that used for context-free gram-
mars. In this notation, a'( separates a variable (i.e., a boxed symbol) on the left of the arrow
from its replacements on the right of the arrow. A colon separates a feature name on the left
side of the colon from the possible values that may be used to fill the feature shown on the right
side of the colon. As was done previously, operator applications are indicated by enclosing
the operator and its arguments within curly brackets. When the operators CONCURRENT
and G-UNION have only one argument, semantically it is the same as not using them. The •
indicates a feature in a feature structure type. And finally, note that typographical conventions
given earlier for feature type names, feature names, and feature values are observed here as
well.

Sentence-meaning '( Verb-meaning

Verb-meaning '( "action#

Simple-kernel-action '( "motion# |" force# |" geometric-goal#

Complex-kernel-action '( Simple-kernel-action

| {REPEAT Complex-kernel-action }

| {GENERATE Complex-kernel-action }

| {CONCURRENT Many-complex-kernel-actions }

Many-complex-kernel-actions '( Simple-kernel-action

| Simple-kernel-action Many-complex-kernel-actions

Many-geometric-relations '( "geometric-relation#

| "geometric-relation# Many-geometric-relations

"action# • kernel-actions : Simple-kernel-action | Complex-kernel-action

"action# • selectional-restrictions : "conjunctive-formulas#
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"motion# • path : "path-specification#
"geometric-goal# • geometric-relation : "geometric-relation#

| {G-UNION Many-geometric-relations }

"geometric-relations# • selectional-restrictions : "conjunctive-formulas#

4. SOME EXAMPLE VERBS

In this section, some action verbs are examined, and a representation for the central actions
involved is presented. Extensive references to properties of objects are used, although the
representation of object knowledge is outside of the scope of this paper. Also, the effects of
nongravitational external forces such as magnetism or electricity are ignored.

A verb’s underlying action is not unique and is generally performed differently depending
on the object(s) involved. Knowledge about objects in theworld is important in understanding
the meaning of a natural language instruction in context. For example, we can take any
approach and obtain representations for verbs such as open or close. But, depending on the
object X specified in the sentence Open X, the actions that have to be performed are quite
different. For instance, some objects that can be opened are a door, a jar with a lid, a window,
a bottle, a trunk, a drawer in a desk, and a gate. Obviously, the actions to be performed are
quite different for each of these objects.

A lexical entry for a verb must provide a general meaning applicable under a large
variety of situations. However, in order to perform an action, a plan of execution has to be
constructed from the meaning of the whole sentence. Such a plan has to be object-specific,
and its construction involves consultation with knowledge about objects and actions and the
general “meaning” of the verb and its modifiers in the lexicon. This involves reasoning about
motions that can be performed with the objects under consideration and the geometric goals
to be established to perform a verb’s underlying action.

The verbs we discuss in this section are transitive verbs in which a nondeformable object
is manipulated by an agent. The verbs can be classified into the categories and subcategories
given in Fig. 2. Simple verbs have only one component as the value of their kernel-actions
feature. The value of thekernel-actions feature for complex verbs are obtained by composing
several simple components using one of the operators we discussed earlier.

We believe that the meanings captured by the specific lexical entries given in this paper
are well motivated and serve our purpose. However, each represents only one of the most
frequently used senses of the word under consideration. In addition, the lexical entries are
not meant to be definitive and unique. It is possible that further study may enable us to refine
the specific entries to capture more of their subtleties and nuances. Research for enhancing
the expressivity of the representation language is also under progress.

4.1. Verbs Dealing with Geometric Goals
4.1.1. Verbs That Establish Positional Relation: put and place. Webster’s New Colle-

giate Dictionary (Woolfe 1981) defines one sense of the meaning of the verb put as to place
in a specified position or relationship. We consider the positional aspect of the meaning in
obtaining a lexical definition. The nature of the positional constraint is dependent on the
nature of the object and the location specified by a locative expression. The lexical entry is
given below.
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FIGURE 2. Verb types discussed.

put(Ag,Obj, Loc) )$!

""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Ob

kernel-actions

!

#
"geometric-goal#
execution-type establish
geometric-relation Loc

$

&

$

%%%%%%&

This representation tells us that put requires us to establish a positional constraint between two
objects, or parts or features thereof. It does not indicate the type of the positional or geometric
relation to be established. These details must be provided by the locative expression used.
Frequently they are provided in terms of prepositions such as in, on, or across. For example,
consider sentences such as Put the book on the table, Put the block in the box, or Put the ruler
across the note book.

Our definition for the verb place is the same as the definition for put given above. In
other words, our representation cannot distinguish between Put the book in a box and Place
the book in a box.

4.1.2. Verbs That Terminate or Establish Geometric Relations: open and close. We
consider just one sense of open, defined by Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (Woolfe
1981) as to move from a closed position. The meaning is defined with respect to a specific
position of the object under consideration. The closed position of the object can be viewed
as a constraint on its position or orientation. Thus, open can be considered a verb whose
underlying task undoes an existing geometric relation.

The object under consideration is required to have at least two parts: a solid two-
dimensional part called the cover and an unfilled two-dimensional part defined by some
kind of frame, the hole. The meaning of open must capture the idea that the agent performs
an action whose result is to remove the constraint that an object’s cover and its hole are in
one coincident plane. Additionally, the object’s cover must occupy the total space available
in the object’s hole in the constrained position. This constraint is fulfilled by requiring that
the two (sub)objects (the hole and the cover) be of the same shape and size.
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The definition for open is

open(Ag,Obj) )
!

"""""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions

!

"""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type terminate

geometric-relation

!

"#

"geometric-goal#
spatial-type positional
source-space Obj • hole
destination-space Obj • cover

$

%&

$

%%%%%&

selectional-restrictions

'
((()

(((*

CONJUNCTION
contains-part(Obj, hole)
contains-part(Obj, cover)
area-of(Obj • cover) = area-of(Obj • hole)
shape-of(Obj • cover) = shape-of(Obj • hole)

+
(((,

(((-

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Here contains-part and = are predicates, and area-of and shape-of are functions.
The verb close is a dual of the verb open. We have defined open in terms of removing

an existing geometric relation between two planes. The semantic entry for close is the same
as that for open except that the execution-type for the geometric-goal in the kernel-actions
slot is establish instead of terminate.

4.1.3. Verbs Dealing with Orientational Goals: align. Consider the following sen-
tences:

• Align one end of the wall covering with the end of the table.
• Align the wall covering with the plumb line.
• Align the two tiles accurately.

In the examples above there is an angle of 0* between two linear features of the objects under
consideration. Thus, if the two lines represent some linear boundary features of the objects
under consideration, then aligning involves bringing the two objects together such that they
are in contact along the line side by side. The actual linear features of Obj-1 and Obj-2 are
selected based on other factors such as object knowledge and the goals of the action. The
definition for align in the feature structure is as follows:

align(Ag,Obj-1,Obj-2) )$
!

""""""""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj-1
kernel-actions!

"""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type establish

geometric-relation

!

"#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type orientational
source-space a-linear-boundary-feature-of(Obj-1)
destination-space a-linear-boundary-feature-of(Obj-2)

$

%&

$

%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%&

where a-linear-boundary-feature-of is a function of one argument.
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4.2. Verbs with Force Components
4.2.1. The Verb drop. Consider the sense of the verb drop as used in the sentences

• Drop the ball.
• Drop the ball onto the ground.

Our dictionary (Woolfe 1981) defines this sense of drop as to let fall, or to cause to fall. The
verb has a dynamic component because it is executed under the influence of a clearly identi-
fiable force—the force of gravity. The force determines the path, velocity, and acceleration
for the movement of the object. The lexical entry for drop in the frame format is

drop(Ag,Obj) )$!

""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions

!

#
"force#
identity gravity
application-zone center-of-mass(Obj)

$

&

$

%%%%%%&

We fill in the identity slot only if its value is different from the value of the agent feature.
The identity of the force is gravity. It is another way of saying that the force is generated by
the earth and not the agent.

Our representation of force can be made more sophisticated, possibly following the
discussion of force dynamics in language by Talmy (1988). He says that language is able to
express “the exertion of force, resistance to such a force, the overcoming of such a resistance,
blockage of the expression of force, removal of such blockage, and the like” (Talmy 1988,
p. 49). Our representation of drop places it in the first of Talmy’s classes: a word that
describes the exertion of force. This definition has worked for our purpose. However, it is
possible to argue that drop actually means that a force counter to gravity is removed, resulting
in the object falling toward the earth. In other words, drop falls into a category of words
each of which describes the removal of the blockage of the expression of a force (here, the
expression of the force of gravity by the earth). That is, it really is a word that falls into the
fifth category of force-dynamic concepts listed by Talmy. Currently, our representation is not
strong enough to describe that category.

4.2.2. Generating a Force: push, pull, and press. The sense of push we wish to
represent is the one conveyed in the following examples:

• Push the green push button.
• Push the lever forward.
• Push the block to the edge of the table.

Webster’s (Woolfe 1981) defines one sense of push in terms of the verb press as to press
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against with force in order to drive or impel. Our representation for push is

push(Ag,Obj) )$!

""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions

'
(((((((((()

((((((((((*

&'
(((((((()

((((((((*

GENERATE!

#
"force#
application-zone Obj
direction away-from(Ag)

$

&

.
"motion#
motion-type translational

/

+
((((((((,

((((((((-

+
((((((((((,

((((((((((-

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Even thoughwe have an object as an argument of the verb’s semantic representation, force
is actually exerted on some particular holdable part of the object by establishing a contact (in
a mechanical domain, where we do not have magnetic or electrical forces) between the object
and the agent. We consider that preparatory actions to be generated by a planning program
will take care of establishing this contact.

Our dictionary (Woolfe 1981) defines the sense of pull we are interested in as to exert
force upon so as to cause or tend to cause motion toward the force. Our representation for
pull is the same as that for push except that the direction of the force in kernel-actions is
given as toward (Ag) instead of away-from (Ag).

The meaning of the sense of press we are interested in is to act upon through steady
pushing or thrusting force exerted in contact. If we compare it with the meaning given for
push in the same dictionary, we find that the meaning presentation is circular. Thus, our
representation for the verb press is the same as that for push.

4.3. Verbs With Motion Components
4.3.1. Pure Motion Verbs: rotate and move. Rotate is a simple verb. The following

example sentences describe the sense of rotate we want to encode.

• Rotate the latch handle to unlocked position.
• Rotate the gear 23 turns counterclockwise.

In these examples, an agent makes an object turn around an axis, or a point through a certain
angle. Hence, our representation is as follows.

rotate(Ag,Obj) )$!

""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions
.
"motion#
motion-type rotational

/

$

%%%%&

Other slots in the enclosing kinematics frame remain undefined and need to be filled in by
reasoning or by the simulator.

The verb move is similar to rotate except that the motion-type is given as the set
{rotational, translational}, i.e., it is one of either rotational or translational. These are
the two basic motion types about which we learn in elementary physics.
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4.3.2. A More Complex Motion Verb: roll. The verb roll refers to two motions oc-
curring concurrently: a rotational motion about the longitudinal axis of the object and a
translational motion of the object along some path. The representation for the verb roll we
use is as follows.

roll(Ag,Obj) )
!

""""""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions

'
((((((((()

(((((((((*

GENERATE'
()

(*

REPEAT0"motion#
motion-type rotational
axis longitudinal-axis-of(Obj)

1
+
(,

(-

.
"motion#
motion-type translational

/

+
(((((((((,

(((((((((-

selectional-restrictions
2
CONJUNCTION
has-circular-contour(Obj, longitudinal-axis-of(Obj))

3

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Here, has-circular-contour is a two-argument predicate. Note that the rotational motion is to
have some arbitrary number of repetitions.

4.3.3. A Verb Representing Constrained Motion: slide. Webster’s New Collegiate
Dictionary (Woolfe 1981) defines slide as to move smoothly over a surface. The Random
House CollegeDictionary (Urdang 1973) defines slide as to move along in continuous contact
with a smooth or slippery surface. Thus, slide represents the movement of an object with the
additional specification that the movement is constrained. The lexical entry for slide is given
below.

slide(Ag,Obj, Loc) )!

""""""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent Ag
object Obj

kernel-actions

'
(((((((()

((((((((*

CONCURRENT.
"motion#
motion-type translational

/

!

#
"geometric-goal#
execution-type maintain
geometric-relation Loc

$

&

+
((((((((,

((((((((-

selectional-restrictions
2
CONJUNCTION
is-smooth(top-surface-of(Obj))

3

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Here, the kernel-actions slot has two components: "motion# and "geometric-goal#. These
two components have to be satisfied or executed concurrently. This is expressed by the use
of the CONCURRENT keyword. The motion component specifies translational motion with
the specifics of this motion left unspecified. The execution-type in the "geometric-goal#
slot has the value maintain. Is-smooth is a predicate of one argument.
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FIGURE 3. Preposition types discussed.

5. SOME EXAMPLE PREPOSITIONS

Locative prepositional modifiers specify where an action is performed. A location can
be specified with respect to one object (e.g., in, inside, behind, and against). In addition, a
location can also be specified with respect to two or more objects (e.g., between and among).

In this section we discuss our representation of meanings of locative prepositions. The
representation is produced using the framework of typed feature structures we discussed
earlier.

The types of prepositions we study are given in Fig. 3. Our interest is mainly on two types
of prepositions: static and dynamic. Static prepositions specify the state of a set of objects,
most frequently two, at a certain point in time. For example, the phrase the book on the table
describes a state of the book and the table by specifying a relationship between the two. We
divide static spatial prepositions into two classes: projective and non-projective. Projective
prepositions are those that require the definition of a frame of reference situated at an object
under consideration. Examples of projective prepositions are to the left of, in front of, and
behind. Non-projective prepositions do not require the definition of object-based frames of
reference. Examples of such prepositions are on and in.

The second class of prepositions we discuss can be called dynamic in some sense. These
are prepositions used to specify aspects of a motion in progress. For example, when we say
Roll the ball across the carpet, we specify a motion in progress. Across as used here gives a
partial description of the path the ball follows.

It must be noted that most dynamic prepositions are ambiguous in that they have a static
interpretation as well as a dynamic one. For example, let us consider the preposition across as
used in Place the stick across the table. The sense of across here is static, as the stick across
the table describes a state of the world. For such prepositions, there is a subtle connection
between the static meaning and the dynamic meaning. This issue needs to be studied further.

The representation for locative prepositions is in terms of feature structure types we have
seen earlier: "geometric-relation#, "g-union-type#, and "path-specification#. A geometric
relation can be specified in one of two ways. The first, which represents a simple geometric
relation, is the feature structure

!

""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type [ ]
source-space [ ]
destination-space [ ]

$

%%&

where the features are as defined in the structure in Section 3.2.1. The second is for more
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complex cases composed of two or more simple geometric relations that are to be satisfied
simultaneously:

{G-UNION G-relation-1 G-relation-2 . . .G-relation-n}

where G-relation-i is a simple "geometric-relation# feature structure.
For the specification of the meanings of dynamic prepositions, we use a feature structure

type called "path-specification#.

5.1. Non-Projective Prepositions
5.1.1. A Representation for on. The sense of on we are interested in is shown by the

sentence Put the block on the table. The relevant sense of on from Herskovits is spatial entity
supported by physical object. A handbook of prepositions by Funk and Wagnalls (1953)
describes it as in contact with upper surface of; above and supported by. The relations
implied in this meaning of on are contact, support, and above. The relationship of support
is difficult to define. Fahlman (1974) devised complex heuristic and mathematical tests to
determine if one assembly of blocks can be supported by another. We define support more
simply. Our representation is indirect and symbolic. We describe this meaning or sense of
on as follows.

on(X, Y ) )$!

""""""""""""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space any-of (self-supporting-spaces-of (X))
destination-space any-of (supporter-surfaces-of (Y))
selectional-restrictions'
(()

((*

CONJUNCTION
horizontal-p (+ •destination-space)
equal(direction-of(normal-to(+ •destination-space), “global-up”))
free-p(+ •destination-space)

+
((,

((-

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Given a geometric object, the geometric function self-supporting-spaces-of obtains a list
containing surfaces, lines, or points on the object on which it can support itself. The list may
be enumerated or described in terms of properties. For example, a cube can be supported on
any of its six faces, and a sphere on any point on its surface. The function supporter-surfaces-
of takes an object as an argument and finds outer surfaces on it on which other objects can be
supported. To do so, it may find out if there are parts of the object whose function is primarily
to support other objects (e.g., the top surface of a table). Failing that, it finds out if there
are parts that are normally horizontal or are horizontal at the current time. In the definition
above, + indicates that we are to go one level higher in the hierarchy of features.

The definition for on(X, Y ) given above specifies all three relations: contact, support,
and above. Contact is specified in terms of a geometric relation between a source and a
destination space. Support is specified indirectly by requiring that the source-space be a
self-supporting-space of X and that the destination-space be a supporter-surface-of of Y .
Above is specified in terms of restrictions we impose on the direction of the normal to the
destination-space and by requiring that the destination-space be horizontal.

5.1.2. A Representation for in. Funk and Wagnalls (1953) defines this meaning as
within the bounds of, contained in, or included within. According to Herskovits, the use type
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for in is spatial entity in a container. We specify this meaning of in as given below.

in(X, Y ) )$!

""""""""""""""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space volume-of(X)
destination-space interior-of(Y )
selectional-restrictions'
(((()

((((*

CONJUNCTION

or
4
container-p(Y )
container-p(any-of(sub-parts-of(Y )))

5

size-of(X) , size-of(Y )
normally-oriented(Y )

+
((((,

((((-

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

A container is an object that can hold one or more objects such that the object held is
surrounded by the volume defined by the boundaries of the container. It is a concept that is
difficult to define clearly, although heuristics can be devised to recognize whether an object
is a container. For our purposes, if an object or any of its part(s) can work as container(s),
we will label it (them) as such in the function slot in its representation. The second condition
relating to sizes is due to Cooper (1968). The third condition, relating to normal orientation,
is due to Herskovits (1986), who explains it by stating that the sentence The bread is in the
bowl is pragmatically unacceptable if the bowl is upside down covering the bread.

5.2. Projective Prepositions
The prepositions considered in this section are called projective because they define

directions about an object and specify the location of another object in relation to these
directions (Herskovits 1986).

First we need a global reference system. So we define one, assuming that its origin is
in front of the work area. This system is composed of six half-axes combined to yield the
familiar three-axis, three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. These six half-axes are

+$ve Z Aligned against/with gravity, the global-up and global-down directions, re-
spectively.

+$ve X The global-right and global-left directions, respectively.
+$ve Y The global-front and global-back directions, respectively.

We also establish a reference system rooted at the center of volume of the object under con-
sideration. Assuming we have one animate actor and the objects manipulated are inanimate,
it is sufficient to consider the canonical encounter situation for this reference system. This
is because in such a situation, projective prepositions are defined with respect to the animate
actor. Hence, it is assumed that the observer is situated at some point directly in front of the
object.

Douglas and Novick (1987) characterize specialized two-dimensional regions defined by
the area occupied by an object to be used for defining projective prepositions. These regions
occur in pairs such as front and back. We treat these projective prepositions in terms of
three-dimensional volumes. For example, to define what is behind an object, we construct a
volume called the back zone of the object as follows:

1. Draw two tangent planes to the object parallel to the front–back axial plane.
2. Draw two tangent planes to the landmark object parallel to the left–right axial plane.
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FIGURE 4. The back zone.

3. The contiguous volume bounded by these four planes and the volume of the object forms
the back zone of the object. This volume is shown in Fig. 4.

5.2.1. Behind. Having understood the concept of back zone, we define the concept
of behind. The definition requires that we make the back–front axial planes of Y and X
coincident and that the centroid of the first object be contained within the back zone of Y .
The lexical entry is as follows.

behind(X, Y ) )$'
(((((((((((((()

((((((((((((((*

G-UNION!

""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space back-half-axial-plane (X)
destination-space back-half-axial-plane (Y)

$

%%&

!

""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space centroid(X)
destination-space back-zone(Y )

$

%%&

+
((((((((((((((,

((((((((((((((-

In other words, object X is properly behind object Y if (1) the behind half-axial planes of X
and Y coincide and (2) the centroid of X is in the back zone of Y . Problems due to relative
sizes of the objects are handled by underlying constraint satisfaction techniques and the use
of a weight slot in constraint representation. Details are not discussed here. Meanings of
other projective prepositions such as in-front-of and left-of can be defined similarly.

5.2.2. A Three-Object Preposition: between. To define between, we define a volume
called between-zone (X, A, B), where X is the object to be placed between A and B. We
draw a plane P passing between the centroids of A and B and the global-up axis. The two
points and the line define the unique plane P . Next, we define the projection zones of the
two objects:

• Projection-zone(A,B) is the half-plane in the direction from A to B.
• Projection-zone(B,A) is the half-plane in the direction from B to A.
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The intersection of these two projection zones defines the between-zone(X, A, B).

between-zone(X, A, B) )$!

""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space volume-of (X)
destination-space between-zone(A, B)

$

%%&

5.3. Path Prepositions
Specification of a path needs at a minimum the following components: source, destina-

tion, and path geometry. All of these components can be observed in the example Move the
block from one end of the table to the other along an edge. We represent a path in terms of
the "path-specification# structure previously described.

5.3.1. Across. Across has two types of meanings—dynamic and static (locative). The
dynamic meaning implies a journey across an object, whereas the static meaning implies
a location between two lines (edges) perpendicular to them and touching, and (possibly)
extending beyond them. The dynamic sense of across is seen in

• Roll/Slide/Move the block/ball across the board.

The dynamic sense of across specifies all three components required for path specification.

across(X, Y ) )$!

""""""""""""""#

"path-description#
source any-of(exterior-edges-of(Y, parallel-to(longitudinal-axis(Y ))))

destination any-of(exterior-edges-of(Y, parallel-to(longitudinal-axis(Y ))))

path-geometry linear
selectional-restrictions'

((((()

(((((*

CONJUNCTION
destination -= source
has-axis(X, longitudinal)
angle-between(+ •path-geometry, longitudinal-axis(Y ), 90*)

length(Y ) . width(Y )

length(Y ) > dimension-of(X, (along-direction(longitudinal-axis(Y ))))

+
(((((,

(((((-

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

The longitudinal axis of an object is the axis along which the length of an object is measured.
There are a number of selectional restrictions imposed on the objects X and Y also. For
example, the reason for the fourth selectional restriction can be derived from the two phrases
across the road and along the road.

6. PROCESSING INPUT IMPERATIVES

In this paper, our emphasis has been on the nature of meanings of words that represent
motion or modify motion. We now discuss how the lexical entries can be used in processing,
in the context of the system outlined in Section 2. The discussion is brief and cursory by
design.
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Once a “meaning representation” for a sentence is obtained, for it to be useful in a
“physical” environment, it needs to be sent down the pipeline in Fig. 1. A plan of action
has to be constructed so than an animated agent can carry out the motions appropriately.
Finally, the motion of the agent and the objects involved have to be depicted in terms of
realistic computer graphics animation. Discussions of such processing that occurs below the
semantic processor in the pipeline of Fig. 1 are beyond the scope of this paper.

Below, we give a short outline of the working of the semantic processor. We use a simple
algorithm to process an input sentence.

1. Syntactically parse the input sentence.
2. Obtain a simple logical form representation for the parse.

Obtain referents for the noun phrases.
3. Obtain an intermediate form representation using the lexical

entries for the verbs and prepositions.
4. Consult the object knowledge base to determine if selectional

restrictions are satisfied in the current physical context.
Evaluate the various functions and predicates to identify
specific parts or components of objects.

Each of these steps involves details that we do not elaborate in this paper.

6.1. Example 1. Put the block on the table
The lexical entry for put specifies the achievement of a geometric relationship between an

object and a location specified by a prepositional phrase. The meaning of the verb is specified
in terms of the yet-unfilled geometric relation between the two objects. The preposition on,
along with the objects involved, leads to the sense that deals with support.

The parser returns a parse that is processed for identification of referents following simple
techniques discussed by Allen (1987, Chapter 12). The logical form representation is (put
you block-1 (on block-1 table-1)). The verb put takes three arguments: a subject, an object,
and the representation for a locative expression. Block-1 and table-1 are the objects that are
the referents of the noun phrases. The logical form representation has you as the default value
of the subject because the sentence is imperative. This logical form is slightly different from
what one normally sees. Here, the preposition on has two arguments instead of just one. This
is because of the fact that from a conceptual point of view, as discussed by Herskovits (1986),
Talmy (1983), Frawley (1992), and by us in this paper, a preposition such as on represents a
relationship between two objects. We believe it is necessary to specify both of these objects
explicitly as arguments to the preposition in the logical form.

To obtain the intermediate meaning representation, the arguments of put in the logical
representation are matched with the arguments in the lexical entry for put described in Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The logical form representation given above can be easily specified using a feature
structure representation so that matching or unification can be performed.

The lexical entry has three arguments: Ag, Obj, and Loc. After matching, Ag has
the value you, Obj the value block-1, and Loc the value (on block-1 table-1). The value
of the "geometric-goal# slot (of the kernel-actions slot in the frame) is filled in by the
semantic representation for the Loc argument, which is created recursively. The intermediate
representation is given below.
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!

"""""""""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent you
object block-1
kernel-actions!

""""""""""""""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type achieve
geometric-relation!

""""""""""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space any-of(self-supporting-spaces-of(block-1))
destination-space any-of(supporter-spaces-of(table-1))
selectional-restrictions!

"#

"conjunctive-formulas#
horizontal-p(destination-space)
equal(direction-of(normal-to(+ geometric-relation • destination-space), “global-up//))

free-p(destination-space)

$

%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

Here there are several functions that must be evaluated in terms of the current physical
environment. Representation and use of knowledge about the physical environment play a
crucial role in processing this sentence any further.

The program looks at the knowledge stored about the block to find a part of the block on
which it can support itself. It observes that it can be supported on any one of its faces and that
no face is more salient than any other. A cube (the shape of the block) has six faces, and one
is arbitrarily chosen as the support area. Next, the program consults the knowledge stored
about the table and searches for a part or feature of the table that can be used to support other
objects. It concludes that its function is to support small objects on its top, which it also notes
as being horizontal. As a result, the system concludes that one of the sides of the cube must
be brought into contact with the top of the table. It can be argued that the face of the block
closest to the surface of the table should be chosen for establishing contact. However, this is
a minor detail that is of no significance for the discussions in this paper.

This final “meaning” for the sentence obtained is expressed as follows.
!

""""""""""""#

"action#
agent you
object block-1

kernel-actions

!

""""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type achieve

geometric-relation

!

""#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space block-1 • side-2
destination-space table-1 • top

$

%%&

$

%%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%&

where block-1•side-2 represents a specific face of a specific block, and table-1•top represents
the top surface of a specific table.

We now consider a similar sentence: Put the cup on the table. The parse and the in-
termediate representation are quite similar to those for the sentence Put the block on the
table. But then the system consults its object knowledge base to evaluate the various pred-
icates. In this case, source-space, whose value is given as any-of (self-supporting-spaces-
of (cup-1)), evaluates to cup-1•bottom. Also, destination-space, whose value is given as
any-of (supporter-spaces-of (table-1)), evaluates to table-1•top as before.

Similar computations are done for the sentence Put the book on the table.
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6.2. Example 2. Put the book on the table in the kitchen
There are two possible parses:

[S[VP[V put][NP[NPthe book] [PP [prepon][NPthe table]]] [PP [prepin][NPthe kitchen]]]]

and

[S[VP[V put][NP[NPthe book] [PP [prepon][NPthe table] [PP[prepin][NPthe kitchen]]]]]]

The first parse has a meaning equivalent to Pick up the book on the table, and put it in the
kitchen. The second has a meaning equivalent to Pick up the book, and put it on the table
that is in the kitchen. It is up to program component ASAM (see Fig. 1) to decide which is
the appropriate interpretation. How this disambiguation is done is not discussed here. For
the first parse, the “almost final” meaning representation is given below.

!

"""""""""""""""""""""#

"action#
agent you

object

!

"""""#

"np-object-description#
identity book-1

modifiers

!

"#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space book-1 • side-1
destination-space table-1 • top

$

%&

$

%%%%%&

kernel-actions

!

"""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type achieve

geometric-relation

!

"#

"geometric-relation#
spatial-type positional
source-space volume-of(book-1)
destination-space interior-of(kitchen-1)

$

%&

$

%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%&

There are representational details in the structure given above that we have not discussed.
The description of a nominal concept’s meaning, when complex, is done in terms of a feature
structure type called np-object-description that we have not discussed. The representation
for the sentence given above still has some functions that need to be evaluated in consultation
with environmental knowledge.

6.3. Example 3. Open the door
Assuming we have a simple door, the meaning of the sentence Open the door, after

consulting world knowledge, is represented below.
!

""""""""""""#

"action#
agent you
object door-1

kernel-actions

!

""""""#

"geometric-goal#
execution-type break
spatial-type positional

geometric-relation

!

#
"geometric-relation#
source-space door-1 • hole
destination-space door-1 • cover

$

&

$

%%%%%%&

$

%%%%%%%%%%%%&

This representation is then sent to a planner (Jung et al. 1991), which produces a plan for
performance of the task by an animated agent in a given workspace. The plan is taken up by
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FIGURE 5. Animating Open the door (clockwise, from top left).

a simulator (Esakov and Badler 1990) that establishes connection with a graphical animation
package (Phillips and Badler 1988) and produces an animation of the task performance. Thus
details not discussed in this paper include planning motions of parts of the door, planning
motions of an agent to achieve the motions of the object, performing a simulation of all the
motions, and finally depicting the motions in terms of computer graphics animation.

The sentence Open the door is illustrated by the sequence of images in Fig. 5. These
images were produced using the full system discussed in Section 2. The translation of the
sentence Close the door is the same except that the execution-type is achieve instead of
break.

6.4. Additional Examples
We can use our lexical entries and obtain interpretations for sentences such as Rotate the

gear, Rotate the gear counterclockwise, Rotate the gear 23* counterclockwise; Roll the ball,
Roll the ball across the carpet, etc.
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Attachment of nonobligatory phrases (prepositional, adverbial, nominal, etc.) is not at all
simple. For example, the verb rotate, as we have defined, has only two required arguments:
an agent and an object. An example sentence that has these two arguments is Rotate the gear.
Additional phrases may occur in a sentence in which the verb rotate is used as in Rotate the
gear counterclockwise or Rotate the gear 23* counterclockwise. Let us briefly look at how
an optional argument is handled.

The syntactic parse for the sentence Rotate the gear is

[S[VP[V rotate][NPthe gear] ]]

and its semantic representation is
!

""""""""#

"action#
agent you
object gear -1

kernel-actions

!

""#

"motion#
motion-type rotational
path [ ]
velocity [ ]

$

%%&

$

%%%%%%%%&

.

Consider the sentence Rotate the gear counterclockwise. For this we need the meaning
representation of the adverb counterclockwise, which is shown below. Adverbs are not
discussed in this paper. Counterclockwise is used in this sentence because it is an adverb
whose meaning representation is straightforward and simple.

counterclockwise )$!

""""#

"path-specification#
direction clock$

selectional-restrictions

!

#
"conjunctive-formulas#
type(+) = "motion#
+ •motion-type = rotational

$

&

$

%%%%&

To obtain the meaning representation for Rotate the gear counterclockwise, we look at its
syntactic parse first. It is given below.

[S[VP[V rotate][NPthe gear] [AdvPcounterclockwise] ]]

We see that counterclockwise modifies the verb rotate. So we try to unify the representation
for counterclockwise with an appropriate feature value in the meaning representation for
the sentence because the structures for representation for a sentence’s meaning and for a
verb’s meaning are the same. In this case, it cannot be attached at the top level of the
feature structure type "action#, which has four features: agent, object, kernel-actions,
and selectional-restrictions. The features agent and object are already filled and can take
only one filler each. Type matching does not allow attachment at the top level with the
other two features’ values. Next, we look at the kernel-actions feature because it is the
only one that can potentially allow a type match inside it. In the meaning representation for
Rotate the gear, kernel-actions has only a "motion# type feature structure inside. It has
three possible features: motion-type, path, and velocity. Motion-type is an enumerated
type (i.e., it takes a value from a prespecified list); the filler type for the velocity feature has
not been discussed in this paper, but suffice to say that there is no match between velocity’s
feature type and the representation for counterclockwise that has a type "path-specification#.
Since the path feature in kernel-actions also has a filler type of "path-specification#, these
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two feature structures are unified to obtain the meaning representation for Rotate the gear
counterclockwise. It is given below.

!

""""""""#

"action#
agent you
object gear-1

kernel-actions

!

""#

"motion#
motion-type rotational

path
."path-specification#
direction clock$

/

$

%%&

$

%%%%%%%%&

There are many other complications in the attachment of nonobligatory phrases. We do not
wish to discuss them in this paper. It is left for future research and a future publication.

6.5. Beyond the Semantic Representation: The Issue of Implementation
As discussed briefly in Section 2, after a symbolic semantic representation is produced,

it is processed to handle certain issues such as the presence of modality and other operators
and is then sent to a STRIPS-like planner (Fikes and Nilson 1971). The handling of the
operators is done in a very simplistic way for the time being, and we are researching into
complications that arise for sophisticated handling. Once a simple plan for the motion of
the object has been constructed, it is sent to YAPS (Esakov et al. 1989; Esakov and Badler
1990). YAPS is a discrete symbolic task simulator. From the task definitions, YAPS is able
to generate motion and create an animation based on the task simulation. YAPS does so by
using the 3-D geometric modeling, animation, and analysis tool JACK (Phillips and Badler
1988; Phillips and Granieri 1994). The JACK system provides the positioning and animation
functions required by YAPS. YAPS augments JACK for more versatile geometric constraint
(or relationship) handling. It was developed as a tool for task analysis and simulation with
the express intent of visualizing simulation. The JACK environment performs geometric
manipulation, whereas the YAPS environment handles symbolic manipulation. YAPS is
written in Common LISP. It handles motion generation in three situations: when the motion
is specified directly using JACK’s direct and inverse kinematics routines, when the motion
was described in terms of geometric relationships or constraints as discussed earlier in this
paper, and when the motion is described in terms of force (i.e., dynamics).

Many algorithms exist in the area of computer graphics for implementation of the above.
We alluded to some of them in Section 3.2. Direct specification of motion can be handled by
straightforward or direct kinematics (Paul 1981). Inverse kinematics, which is used to handle
geometric constraints or relationships, has been described in terms of robotics (Paul 1981)
as well as human-like graphics-generated agents (e.g., Zhao and Badler 1994; Sahr 1995).
Zhao allows the creation of many kinds of predefined geometric relationships among objects
that can be modeled as points, lines, and planes. We also have recently implemented a new
approach to inverse kinematics based on so-called distance constraints (Sahr 1995). Like
that of Zhao and Badler (1994) it computes the motion that allows point objects, line objects,
and planar objects to be geometrically constrained to one another in many different ways.
The implementation of dynamics is difficult and very time-consuming but produces more
realistic-lookingmotion (e.g., Lee 1992; VanOverveld andKo 1994; Platt 1988; Girard 1987;
Bruderlin and Calvert 1989). Althoughmany techniques are available for the implementation
of kinematics as well as dynamics, vigorous research is in progress in computer graphics.
Discussions of such details are outside the scope of this paper.

The graphical algorithmsmentioned abovemaybe viewed as awell-defined, implemented
set of semantic primitives that can be used to express the meaning of certain kinds of verbs,
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particularly verbs of motion. Indeed, a good deal of our semantic representation is given in
terms of these primitives. For example, to close a door, our semantic representation scheme
says that two planar objects—the door itself and the plane represented by the opening or
portal—must be made coplanar. Achieving coplanarity of two planar objects is a semantic
primitive that we use. It is also an action implemented in terms of a computer graphics
algorithm. The door “system” is an articulated figure with a door connected to the frame by
joints on one side and the empty space (i.e, the hole or portal) defined by the frame. Once
the motions of the various parts of an articulated object such as the door are computed by the
“coplanar primitive,” it is possible to compute the motion of the limbs of the human body so
that the overall motion can be executed in a realistic-looking fashion (Jung 1992; Jung et al.
1991).

7. A NOTE ON THE REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT PHYSICAL OBJECTS

It is clear that an extensive and diverse amount of knowledge about objects has to be
recorded and manipulated when we represent meanings of words that relate to activities in
the physical world. In this paper, we have so far discussed knowledge representation about
physical objects and the environment only in passing, in the context of the specific lexical
entries we have discussed. Our discussion in this section is informal.

Our approach to knowledge representation differs from the logic-based approaches dis-
cussed by Hobbs et al. (1986) and Davis (1990). Although their approaches are based on
rigorous grounds, the use of approaches that depend on proving theorems while interfacing
with a planner and an animator is not efficient. That is why our approach is more informal,
although recently we have started investigating approaches that facilitate finer grained rea-
soning. Herskovits (1986) has also informally discussed the kinds of knowledge that need to
be taken into consideration for the successful interpretation of spatial prepositions.

We use constants, functions, and predicates to represent knowledge about objects.
The knowledge about objects used in the discussions in this paper includes the following

categories:

1. Knowledge about dimensions of objects. Some example functions we have used in this
paper are area-of, volume-of, length-of, and width-of.

2. Knowledge about directions. Some examples of functions and predicates we have used
are away-from, normal-to, and normally-oriented-p.

3. Knowledge about parts and features of objects:
(a) Parts and containment. Functions andpredicatesweuse are contains-part, container-

p, subparts-of. Herskovits (1986) discusses the problems in the representation of
the concept of a container. For example, a box is a container, a cup is a container,
and a cage is a container. A box normally has solid walls along with a solid cover
that can be manipulated; a cup has an open top; and a cage has walls that normally
have holes in them. Rigorously defining the concept of a container is not easy. So,
for any object, we simply indicate if the object is normally used as a container and
if so the type of objects (e.g., solid or liquid) it can contain. Representation of parts
of an object is also not a straightforward problem. There are several studies where
the problems in the representation of parts of objects are discussed (e.g., Iris et al.
1988). We simply enumerate the parts of an object in our knowledge base.

(b) Shape. General representation of shape is a difficult problem. Among others,
Mukerjee and Joe (1990) present an interesting proposal for the representation of
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shapes. Our representation is simplistic. Among the functions we use for the
representation of shape are shape-of and has-circular-contour (Object, Axis). The
second function tells us if an objectObject has a circular contour about a given axis.

(c) Natural axes. The concept of natural axes is helpful in understanding the meanings
of various words and in understanding actions (Marr 1982). Among the concepts
we use is that many objects have a natural axis, which we call the longitudinal-axis
of the object.

(d) Concepts from physics such as center-of-mass-of and centroid-of.
(e) Knowledge about surfaces and edges, and their properties. Some of the functions

we use are top-surface-of, supporter-spaces-of, self-supporting-spaces-of, exterior-
edges-of. These functions are also very simply defined. For the objects in our
environment, we store a list of edges—exterior and interior, surfaces and features
on which an object can support other objects, surfaces or features of an object
on which an object can support itself, etc. Each of these concepts is difficult to
define precisely in a rigorous manner. For example, the concept of support—how
an object can support other objects, on what parts of an object the object itself
can be supported (e.g., the legs of a table support the table), etc.—is very difficult
to handle. Fahlman (1974) devised a complex test to determine if an arbitrary
assembly of objects can be supported by another assembly. He did so by building
a causal network or chain of support relations among objects, constructing a set
of simultaneous equations, and solving them. Baraff (1989) presents a method for
carrying out similar computations by doing complex analytical calculations. In our
implementation, we do not get involved in such complex computations, although
they should be incorporated in an inferentially robust system.

(f) Texture. An example predicate we use is is-smooth-p. Texture information is stored
in the object definition.

4. Planar and geometric knowledge. For example, we use the concepts of back-zone,
between-zone, back-half-axial-plane. These need geometric construction.

5. Global knowledge. Gravity, the concept of the global-up direction, etc.

We do not discuss any further details of object representation in this paper. In general,
the issues are complex and the solutions are not clear. However, this is an issue that needs to
be handled satisfactorily if we want to build a system that works reasonably in the context of
a physical environment. Currently, we are engaged in a detailed study of representation of
object knowledge for use in a system like the one in which we are interested (James 1996).

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper we have demonstrated that operational meanings of certain motion verbs
and their modifiers (locative and path-specifying prepositions) can be represented in terms
of components pertaining to geometry, force, and motion; additional examples may be found
in Kalita (1990). Moreover, we have demonstrated elsewhere (Kalita and Badler 1990) that
such physical considerations are important for representing not only verbs and prepositions,
but also adverbs.

Our focus has been narrow, and we believe rightly so. We have specifically limited
ourselves to transitive verbs that represent actions in which one or more nondeformable
objects are manipulated by an agent. Our purpose in doing so was to perform an in-depth
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study of such verbs, with a view to using the semantic lexical entries in an interpretation
system that interfaces with a task-oriented graphical animation system.

Our emphasis on concepts pertaining to geometry, force, and motion is consistent with
the views of linguists and cognitive scientists who believe that meanings of words used in the
context of the physical world are ultimately expressed in terms of concepts about the physical
world itself (Hayes 1979, 1985; Hobbs et al. 1986). And it agrees with our own intuitions.
It is also consistent with Chomsky’s current thinking that one’s ability to articulate in natural
language is associated with one’s ability to construct visual mental images (Chomsky 1993).
And since we produce animated sequences as output, our work models to some extent an
imagery-based notion of semantics. But it is important to realize that at present our system
has no feedback from the graphical animation system to the semantic processor. In our view,
this kind of feedback would be necessary to model what Chomsky has in mind.

Because our focus is on verbs of motion, it is quite natural that our representation empha-
sizes fundamental geometric concepts pertaining to relationships between objects, motion of
objects and the role of force in a three dimensional world, axes of objects, path of object mo-
tion, physical contact between objects, etc. We have not attempted to exhaustively enumerate
all possible geometric concepts needed to represent the semantics of motion verbs. For one
thing, we have limited ourselves to motion involving only nondeformable objects. Through
features such as kernel-actions and selectional-restrictions, expressed ultimately in terms
of geometric relations that need to be established, terminated, maintained, or modified, we
have provided a framework for representing the semantics of motion verbs.

Our study of lexical semantics here has been utilitarian in that our representation is geared
toward obtaining an implementable semantics of natural language words used to describe
actions. We have intentionally avoided being overly formal. It is our desire to first explore
the adequacy of our representation scheme to cover the basic meanings of most verbs of
motion, and then to expand this to cover other verbs concerning the physical world, without
becoming bogged down just yet in the details of an underlying theory. Indeed, many (though
not all) theoretical discussions of semantic representation give no detailed representations for
specific verbs. Nevertheless, we do realize that it is important to eventually place this on a
solid theoretical foundation, and we expect it to offer fertile ground for future research.

Rather than argue the validity of our representation scheme from a theoretical perspective,
we claim that the animations produced by our work and the overall system inwhich it operates
demonstrate in a practical way that our representation is both sufficient and useful. We have
implemented, in Common LISP on an HP workstation, a system incorporating the semantic
processing discussed in this paper. The semantic output is further processed in consultation
with the knowledge stored about the objects under consideration. Finally, this interpreted
output is used by YAPS (Esakov et al. 1989; Esakov and Badler 1990) to drive a graphical
animation.

Using our lexical representation, we have used the system to animate a number of com-
mands constructed from a dozen verbs, about a dozen prepositions, and half a dozen adverbs.
We consider this the first step in the proof of our idea. We have also carefully analyzed
and produced detailed representations for another dozen verbs, and we have no reason to
believe that they cannot be successfully animated as well. Furthermore, we have also ana-
lyzed another 20 verbs that seem amenable to our representation scheme, though we have
not actually produced representations for them. Altogether, this makes nearly 40 verbs, one
dozen prepositions, and several adverbs that we have either represented already or are fairly
certain can be represented with this scheme. And it is worth noting that relative to Levin’s
classification system (Levin 1993, Section 51), we have covered all transitive verbs of motion
whose arguments are nondeformable objects.

There are several areas in which we hope to expand on the work described here. We
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have already mentioned that the work needs a more rigorous theoretical foundation. For one
thing, the typed feature structure representation needs to be made more formal. Work now
in progress is investigating this and ways in which we can broaden the range of semantic
concepts that we cover. So far, our feature structures make no use of inheritance (of features),
though this will clearly be necessary as we increase the number of words understood by our
system. On the linguistic side, we need a way to handle the classification of arguments of a
verb as obligatory or optional and to deal with different classes of arguments. And we hope
to eventually consider other significant aspects of language usage such as memory of past
events, intention, nongeometric goals, and beliefs of agents.

Our long-term goal is to investigate how semantic information for motion verbs can
be automatically derived from machine readable dictionaries. Vossen and Copestake (1993)
discuss such an attempt for nouns. At this timewe are unaware of any such attempts for verbs.
From a very practical point of view, our final goal is to produce realistic looking animations
that could conceivably be used in animation of textual stories, assembly and repair procedures
for complex physical objects, and simulation of physical tasks in normally inhospitable and
inaccessible environments.
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